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Here's an inside look at Harley-Davidson as only family members could tell it! Jean Davidson's

Harley-Davidson Family Album presents never-before-seen family photos, as well as personal

stories from the perspective of a family member and former Harley-Davidson dealer. Jean

Davidson, the granddaughter of Walter Davidson, one of the four founders and the first president of

Harley-Davidson, and the daughter of company vice-president Gordon Davidson, shares such

family stories as: how four boys built their first bike in a shed in 1902, speculation about how the firm

was named, how the family's rich hermit uncle saved the fledgling corporation from bankruptcy, the

story behind the Silent Gray Fellow, and the sale and buy-back of the company. It also includes

photos and reminiscences from Sarah and Mary Harley, granddaughters of William S. Harley. This

memoir of the Harley-Davidson motorcycling dynasty presents a family album of rare photos of

family members and fun photos of all those fabulous Harley-Davidson motorcycles: putting a

personal face on the world's most famous motorcycle maker.
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Jean Davidson's Harley-Davidson Family Album is a great gift for anyone who wants to know more

about Harley-Davidsons. While most books about these wonderful motorcycles focus on the bikes

and their impact on the culture, the Family Album describes the effect of the motorcycle on the

founders and their families . . . and vice versa. It's a dimension of Harley-Davidson that I knew

nothing about . . . and found to be fascinating.Jean Davidson is the granddaughter of Walter



Davidson, the first president of the company, and her father was Gordon Davidson, a company vice

president. She is a former dealer. She teams up with Sara Ann Harley-O'Hearn to add comments

about both families. About half of the photographs were new to me, and the captions were

priceless.The book opens with family trees of Davidsons and Harleys who are in the book so you

can keep track of who's who.Then the book turns to how the families emigrated from Europe to

Wisconsin in the late 1800s. Within five pages of photographs, you begin to see motorcycle images.

The first classic is of Arthur Davidson with a friend holding up the fish they caught while sitting on a

motorcycle and in a sidecar. The original idea behind the motorcycle was to help make it easier to

go fishing. Go figure!The text is also interesting . . . including an explanation of why the company is

called Harley-Davidson rather than Davidson-Harley.The family connections are interesting. The

model called "Silent Grey Fellow" in 1914 employed the nickname for William Sylvester Harley.

There's also a nice page on the first motorcycle and what happened to it through 1912.It wasn't all

easy. In 1904 a household maid raided the company's cash jar, and left the company broke.
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